This video is a description and use scenario of a functional prototype of an interactive information assistant with both speech and visual direct manipulation interface. The 3D-animated assistant, nick-named OLGA, is intended to help in situations where people seek information. It is demon-strated with consumer advice about microwave ovens. The demonstrator is modular and distributed, with separate mod-ules from different partners and computers communicating via a server. The OLGA project is highly interdisciplinary, involving researchers from linguistics, speech technology, graphic illustration and computing science. Possible extensions and other uses of the assistant are demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The aim of the OLGA project is to create and study the use of an interactive multimodal tool with voice and visual interaction for navigation with help of an animated person ("Olga") in an information space, representing possible services and products over the net, available publicly and privately, e.g. via interactive computer-IV. Today the OLGA system can only answer questions about microwave ovens. We chose that area because consumer advice is an area where As input for modelling the discourse and dialogue consumer advisers were interviewed and sessions were video filmed and analysed. Not only linguistic forms but also contents, structure, subject progression and communication activities were analysed with implications for the advice situation. Knowledge representation This resulted in knowledge of typical questions in the advice situation, typical "turns" in the conversations etc., to be represented in a data base, as well as facts about microwave ovens (obvious and trivial) and at least some knowledge about the surrounding world (in order to make the dialogue with the human user reasonably natural). History of the current dialogue session must also be represented so that the assistant does not unnecessary repeat itself or assumes knowledge the user does not have.
Scenarios
The data were used to simulate microwave oven advice dialogues and to create four scenarios used for the development of the demonstrator.
SPEECH AND VISUAL DIALOGUES
The speech analysis is based on test persons reading typical advice situation sentences, on which the demonstrator's recognition ability is based. The text recognised is analysed syntactically and matched with domain specific templates. OLGA's speech is based on formant synthesis, with female tone parameter setting. The OLGA project can be extended with user studies, more complex settings, improving, extending and integrating the speech interface and the visual animations.
